




What are we doing?

2 Timothy 3:16-17
16All Scripture is breathed out by God and 
profitable for teaching, for reproof, for 
correction, and for training in righteousness, 
17that the man of God may be complete, 
equipped for every good work.



What are we doing?

Psalm 119:11
I have stored up your word in my heart,
    that I might not sin against you.



What are we doing?
Matthew 22:36-40

36“Teacher, which is the great commandment in 
the Law?” 37And he said to him, “You shall love 
the Lord your God with all your heart and with 
all your soul and with all your mind. 38This is 
the great and first commandment. 39And a 
second is like it: You shall love your neighbor 
as yourself. 40On these two commandments 
depend all the Law and the Prophets.”



What are we doing?

So, we are not done until we apply what we 
learn and are led to love.



True Christian Maturity

“You are only as mature as what you apply.”



True Christian Maturity

“You are only as mature as what you apply.”

However, we must make sure we are applying 
the truth.





The Interpretive Process
Step 1: Their Land

● What it meant.
● Whose land?
● Time, location, (audience)
● What has been happening?
● How does this passage fit?
● Genre considerations
● What intentions do you observe?



The Interpretive Process
Step 2: Principle Bridge

Principles to carry over
Must be:
● Reflected in their town
● Timeless
● In agreement with the rest of Scripture
● Relevant to both original and contemporary 
audiences



The Interpretive Process
Step 3: Our Land

Always filter interpretation through the Gospel 
and what Jesus came to do.

How would the application of this text 
change/reinforce what I know, feel, or do?



Trouble in Their Land
What do I do if I can’t understand what it 
meant?
● ask a guide (resources)
● look at your surroundings (interpret the 
confusing with the clear)



Trouble on the Bridge
What if I can’t figure out the principle?
● Read more
● Consult others who have worked through it 
(resources)



Trouble in Our Land
I’m not sure what I should do
● Not all interpretation addresses a change in 
action

● What does this text lead me to change in 
what I know, feel, or do? 



Genre #1: Law
Their Land: Keep in mind both those in the 
story and the post-exodus, pre-conquest 
Israelites.                    



Genre #1: Law
Genre Considerations:
● Determine what kind of law (general: 10 
commandments, specific: case laws 
“if…..then….”)

● Determine what this says about the character 
of the Law-Giver

● Determine what this says about the human 
condition
                   



Genre #1: Law
Genre Considerations:
● Preserve the principle, change the context



Genre #2: History/Narrative
Genre Considerations:
● Zoom out
● Find God
● Pay attention to character development
● Find principles of the story



Genre #3: Prophecy
Their Land: Who is the prophet and 
where/when was he preaching?
Genre considerations:
● Listen with their ears
● Recognize the figures of speech often used 
in the poetic sections (majority)

● Find the fulfillment(s)
● Find the call to action



Genre #4: Wisdom
Genre considerations:
● If there is a contrast, who are the characters?
● What virtue does this commend?
● What vice does this condemn?
● What value does this affirm?
● What would application look like?



Genre #5: Psalms
Their Land: If available, discern who wrote it 
and at what point in Israel’s history.
● Identify the emotion
● Identify the truths
● Identify patterns or thematic/poetic 
developments

● Connect with the emotion
● Apply the truths



Genre #6: Gospels
Their Land: Keep in mind both those in the 
story and the early church (first audience).



Genre #6: Gospels
Genre considerations:
● What does this reveal about Jesus?
● What do you learn from the character 
development?

● What lesson would this have taught the Early 
Church?

● How can I identify with the 
characters/lessons?



Genre #7: Epistles
Their Land: Identify if this is a general or 
specific letter.



Genre #7: Epistles
● Find the thematic boundaries of the text (may 
not be the paragraph indentation).

● Track the argument by focusing on verbs and 
key words (e.g. purpose, means)

● Pay attention to tone and repetition 
● Is this describing a doctrine or commanding an 
action?

● Is the action timeless or tied to a specific 
situation?



Genre #8: Apocalyptic
Their Land: Remember that this had an 
original audience.
Genre considerations:
● Find how passage fits in the larger drama.
● Find links between the imagery and the rest 
of the book/Bible.

● Discern the intended response of such 
imagery.



Strategies for Rewarding Bible Study
● Be honest with what you are trying to do and 
how much time you have. (e.g. Romans in 10 
minutes)

● Use a journal!
● Create goals for yourself
● Find someone to study with you
● Ask questions of the text (What is the opposite 
way of saying this? e.g. Keep the Sabbath holy= 
Do not treat it unholy)



Resources
● The New Bible Background commentary: New 
Testament by Craig Keener

● The New Bible Background Commentary: Old 
Testament by John Walton

● Introduction to the New Testament by D.A. 
Carson and Douglas Moo

● Introduction to the Old Testament by Tremper 
Longman and Raymond Dillard

● Spiritual Disciplines by Donald Whitney



Resources
● Introduction to Biblical Hermeneutics by Walt 
Kaiser Jr

● Grasping God’s Word by J. Scott Duvall and J. 
Daniel Hays

● Systematic Theology by Wayne Grudem
● DesiringGod.com
● Holman Illustrated Bible Dictionary
● Concise Theology: A Guide to Historic Christian 
Beliefs by J.I. Packer



Resources
● Christian Beliefs: 20 Basics Every Christian 
should know by Wayne Grudem
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